In this hot housing market, vacation spots are hottest

Wealthy Americans are snapping up second homes, aided by soaring equity. In Money

Scarlett Johansson passes the baton in 'Black Widow'

She and Florence Pugh formed a sisterly bond in making the new superhero spy thriller. In Life

Cavinders grow brand on TikTok and on court

Tanya Haxby, left, and Hanna Caneviri, both Fresno State athletes, cash in after NCAA decision on name, image, likeness rights. In Sports

Only 1 in 5 in US say police treat all equally

62% favor some shifting of police budget funds

Susan Page and Elia Lee USA TODAY

Concern about crime and gun violence has surged to the top of issues that worry Americans, a new USA TODAY/Poll Find, but attitudes about how to respond reflect the super

INVESTIGATION
Dubai's Princess Latifa had secretly fled by sea
Perhaps misled, the FBI played role in capture

Kim Hjelmgaard and Kevin Johnson USA TODAY

n a yacht in the Indian Ocean, heavily armed commandos seized the princess. "Shoot me here! Don't take me back!" Princess Latifa — whose full name is Sheikh Latifa bint Mohammed Al-Maktoum — screamed during the raid in March 2018 as the armed men bound her wrists. They had been sent by her father, the billionaire prime minister of the United Arab Emirates and authoritarian ruler of the Emirate of Dubai. Despite her pleas, confirmed by two eye

Expanding online access won't be easy or cheap

Ledyard King, Erin Mansfield, Matt Wynn and Joey Garrison USA TODAY

WASHINGTON — In Thompson Falls, Montana, schools practically came to a halt in the spring of 2020 as the COVID-19 pandemic forced children to learn remotely in a region where high-speed internet is almost nonexistent. In Truth or Consequences, New Mexico, the hospital was forced to transfer emergency room patients roughly 75 miles away to Las Cruces because a lack of con

The reality — that rescue workers are retrieving bodies, not saving trapped survivors — was punctuated by the recovery of more victims from the pile of rubble, bringing the death toll to 54. Late Wednesday, officials told families that it would now be next to impossible to find survivors.

The ex-president, ousted from the White House in January, is using all of his resources to try to turn the tables in some of the lawsuits against him and his 

Surfside, Fla. — Clearing skies Wednesday shed light on the suffering, sad and sober reality facing rescue workers, residents and the political leaders guiding them two weeks after a condominium tower collapsed.

The reality — that rescue workers are retrieving bodies, not saving trapped survivors — was punctuated by the recovery of more victims from the pile of rubble, bringing the death toll to 54. Late Wednesday, officials told families that it would now be next to impossible to find survivors.
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The ex-president, ousted from the White House in January, is using all of his resources to try to turn the tables in some of the lawsuits against him and his
Sheikh Mohammed declined to com- mune with the FBI. But he has maintained in court records that he had no knowledge of Latifa’s fate, repeatedly rejected claims of mistreatment and said his daughter was free since he released her in 2018.

The FBI's involvement in pro- voking the provider, as normally acknowledged as a foreign policing cooperation bureau protocol, by opening what is currently considered the vessel could be subject to intimida- tion or hacking attacks by the UAE’s secu- rity and intelligence services.

They denied Sheikh Mohammed’s claims that the princess was in danger or being financially exploited. Latifa boards Nostromo on Feb. 24, 2018, about 20 miles off the coast of Muscat, Oman, in international waters, after reaching the vessel by dinghy and Jet Ski.

“Sheikh Mohammed has said he acted in self-defense and has refused to comment about the FBI in- volvement or other matters.

The FBI appeared to have departed from its own guidelines for legal atta- chés, known as “legats,” whose collec- tive mission is to cultivate ties with host countries and advance global law enforcement cooperation.

Rather than seek a subpoena for Nos- tromo's satellite company directly, the FBI asked that the agents not be identi- fied because they feared that our daughter was in the hands of a criminal who might hold her ransom and harm her. To this day I feared that our daughter was in the hands of a criminal who might hold her ransom and harm her.
**The legitimacy of Jovenel Moïse’s presidency had been in question for months, and human rights advocates have pressed him to step down.**

**US condemn’s ‘heinous act’, offers assistance**

**Deirdre Shesgreen**

In a statement later Wednesday, calling the “horrendous” act a “tragic blow to Haiti’s bright future,” the Biden administration said it would keep up its work for a safe and secure Haiti. In Washington, along with the local ambassador, Fuentes said, and the FBI field office in DC, the FBI agents would be alerted.

A request such as the one from the Embassy created a logjam because, Fuentes said, the request would need to be supported by the Embassy. Washington, along with the local ambassador, Fuentes said, and the FBI field office in DC, the FBI agents would be alerted.

As the raid of Princess Latifa’s yacht had been in question for months. The court credited claims of misinformation and fabrication by Princess Latifa and concluded that she was drugged and smuggled back to Dubai. Fuentes said in cases in which information is required by the United States companies, he said, subpoenaes are used.

**All my father cares about is his ego. ... If you are watching this video, it’s not such a bad situation.**

**The Haitian government has been seeking U.S. assistance for its police force, which they say is weak.**

The Haitian government has been seeking U.S. assistance for its police force, which they say is weak. The court credited claims of misinformation and fabrication by Princess Latifa and concluded that she was drugged and smuggled back to Dubai.

As the raid of Princess Latifa’s yacht had been in question for months. The court credited claims of misinformation and fabrication by Princess Latifa and concluded that she was drugged and smuggled back to Dubai.

As the raid of Princess Latifa’s yacht had been in question for months. The court credited claims of misinformation and fabrication by Princess Latifa and concluded that she was drugged and smuggled back to Dubai. **Fuentes said in cases in which information is required by the United States companies, he said, subpoenaes are used.**

**There are so many shooting,” said the**

**I don’t know if I’m going to survive this situation,” the Princess said.**

**I thought there was an earthquake,**

**I wish on any Haitian.”**

**The judge in the custody case examined published, calling the custody case a rights violation.”**

**It doesn’t sound right. This is not**

**The Haitian government has been**
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